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This paper discusses archaeological burial analysis, and some ideological problems with the application of sex/gender defined as a dual positions construction, i.e. sex/gender as the male-female metaphor. Through traditional criteria as well as through multidimensional methods of defining male and female graves, we reproduce a binary asymmetrical interpretation of gender. Alternatively, the ongoing discussion on ideological and theoretical aspects of gender is regarded as a challenge to archaeological burial analysis. A gender critical point of departure opens up the possibilities of looking away from the old tradition of burial analysis by which gender has been fixed in advance through a given male-female bipolarity.
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In this paper I will discuss some of my thoughts on the issue of gendering prehistoric burials. The background to the question posed in the title is found in two very different articles I recently had the pleasure of reading. The most recent of these papers is printed in Current Swedish Archaeology Vol. 1 (Burström & Carlsson eds. 1993). Bo Petré, the author, discusses male and female finds and symbols in Germanic Iron Age graves in the Mälar area, Sweden (Petré 1993:149 ff). Marie Louise Stig Sørensen is the author of the other article in question, which is found in a voluminous Canadian conference report, "The Archaeology of Gender" (Walde & Willows eds. 1991). Sørensen explores gender with reference to Bronze Age dress and cloth as we know it from oak coffin burials in Denmark (Sørensen 1991:121 ff).

What, then, is my intention with this slightly ironical question asked? I believe my discussion will draw attention to the fact that traditional archaeological ways of classifying burials into "male and female" are about to be problematized. The reason for this is elucidated as well. This paper is as well a synopsis of a more extensive work on gender and material culture, with special respect to burials. In spite of the fact that I am working on a critical evaluation of traditional ways of gendering burials, I do not see any point in trying to give a definite answer to the question of how to study burials and gender. Anyway, it might not even be possible to give a definite answer. Accordingly, my aim is rather to try to develop my own thoughts by examining the field of gendering burials in general, and by studying at least some aspects of a gender critical perspective on a deeply rooted tradition within this archaeological research area.
METHODOLOGY VERSUS THEORY AND IDEOLOGY

Taken together, Petré's and Sørensen's papers respectively, point to the fact that there currently seem to be two different ways of, or opinions on, studying gender and burials as a matter of principle. These two approaches contrast sharply with each other, and not only on the surface. The explanation to these fundamentally different approaches is that these scholars delineate two separate ways of coping with the question of gender and burials, as well as of coping with gender and science in general. At first glance the most obvious difference seems to be that Petré focuses his attention on methodological means while Sørensen focuses on theory, or ideology. Let us take a closer look at the two authors, and try to get a more well-founded understanding of the issues stated. Briefly, Petré's method is to test three independent variables against each other, namely an osteological variable, one variable of find associations, and one variable of symbolic/religious/social meaning. This approach, despite its refinement, is in agreement with a traditionalist way of grouping burial finds at two different poles, "male burials" at the one pole, and "female burials" at the opposite pole. Petré, through his work, hands down a long tradition which has usually not been leading in any theoretical discussion on the concept of gender, in advance of applying it methodologically to an archaeological source material. As a matter of consequence, the ideological definition of gender seems to be taken for granted. An opinion of gender as a non-problematic matter is as well expressed through the choice of terminology. In this case it is the notion of "sex" which is used, and which also is accepted without any evaluation, neither of its theoretical background nor of its implications on scientific conditions (cf. Petré 1993).

The definitions and interpretations made through the use of the term "sex" are implicit, however. It makes one think in biologically biased terms, rather than in terms that include critical aspects on cultural constructs. We are dealing with a scholarly tradition with a commonly held, but not explicitly defined, gender ideology. The classification into "male" versus "female" burials might, however, be the archaeologist's most explicit way of contributing to a traditional dual interpretation of gender. As such, this system of burial classification is inclined to make up a sturdy caryatid in the ancient building called gender biased or patriarchal science. Sørensen has long since contributed to the critique of a traditional gender ideology in archaeology (e.g. Sørensen 1988).

Sørensen's point of departure is anchored in an explicit feminist problematizing of established bipolarities, e.g. the "male-female" metaphor. Sørensen is looking for alternative ways of defining gender; and she also tries to interpret burial finds on the basis of definitions which are in accordance with her explicit theoretical and ideological interpretations of gender. A critical opinion of gender constructs is expressed through the terminological praxis as well, namely, through the use of the notion of "gender" as an alternative to "sex." Gender is as such interpreted mainly as socially and culturally defined categories. Gender from this point of view is understood as a very complex and multifaceted matter. The existence of several possible gender categories is suggested as an alternative to the two which are in polar positions to each other. Gender is to be conceptualized as reflexive, local, context-related, and even as quite relative (cf. Sørensen 1991).

Theoretical discussions on sex/gender, gender identity, and gender relations are mainly held within such disciplines as e.g. history and sociology (e.g. Braidotti 1992; Rimmen Nielsen 1992; Saarinen 1992; Wetterberg 1992; Widerberg 1992). The theoretical discussion within archaeology is, however, also a very vigorous one (e.g.
Nordbladh & Yates 1990; Engelstad 1991a; 1991b; Dommasnes 1992; Wylie 1992). These discussions remind us of the fact that a definition of gender/sex is a difficult matter. It is not as simple as to say that "sex" is biologically related and "gender" culturally related. In fact, the definitions of gender and sex have always been difficult and are by now a more complicated matter than ever (cf. Saarinen 1992; Widerberg 1992; Nordbladh & Yates 1990). Some scholars might even go so far as to explain their definitions of sex and gender each time they use the terms, even throughout one and the same essay (Widerberg 1992).

Anyway, the use of "gendering" instead of "sexing" in the archaeological classification of prehistoric burials helps to make the point explicit that we should not look upon humankind and its genders as determined by biology (alone).

A theoretical admission of gender as complex and as contextually constituted, as an alternative to a universal dichotomy, might, within the field of gendering burials, inspire archaeologists to seek alternatives to our well-established "male-and-female" graves.

THE MALE AND FEMALE BURIALS OF ARCHAEOLOGY

In this paper the main issue is the sex/gender determination of burials through material means. Osteology is not explicitly discussed. The ideological problems of a binary male-female pair is, as Petré's article illustrates, not solved through the addition of osteological variables to material and symbolic ones. There are several recent analyses on burial material within this tradition, and among these, Petré's analysis is one of the most up to date as far as methodology is concerned. The archaeologist's main task has in this respect been to recognize the two given and materially a priori defined "sex" categories, and to do this in a way that looks convincing to the rest of us. The most important aim of this methodological cluster is to get as many burials as possible within the two categories of "male" versus "female." One of the overwhelming practical problems with this way of "sexing" burials is the large amount of "unsexed" graves usually left over. The consequences of this problem are also in accordance with my own personal experience of "sexing" Early Iron Age graves in western Norway (Hjørungdahl 1991:70 ff). The problem is well recognized by colleagues discussing burials within other geographical areas and other chronological periods (cf. Jennbert 1992:96 with references).

As already stated, the polarization of prehistoric burials into a male-female pair is a theme which is well established as well as generally accepted, as far as the criteria chosen for man and woman can be regarded as sufficient. We have to take a look back at the very distant history of archaeology to find the roots of the matter. "Male-female" as a bipolarity to my knowledge was first defined as an archaeological topic by the association of antiquarians in Schwerin, Mecklenburg in the 1830s, and published as a scientific theme in their periodical Mecklenburgisches Jahrbuch in 1837 (Bartsch ed. 1837). At this early stage there is also a discussion led by the Norwegian bishop and antiquarian Jacob Neumann in connection with "King Valder's Grave" on the island of Valderøy, western Norway. Neumann seems to have found it difficult to settle on the question of whose grave his working team actually had discovered - was it the grave of King Valder, or was it his housewife's? There were no weapons in the grave, so the latter alternative was preferred (Neumann 1837).

During rather long periods of time the discussion on men's and women's burials was given extensive room in some of the periodicals of the 19th century. This theme was most frequently discussed by a close circle of antiquarians, in contact with each
other through letters, through visits in each others museums or homes, as well as through conferences. They were the members of a north German/Danish antiquarian-scholarly culture during the second half of the 19th century. I have already mentioned one of the local milieus within this culture, namely the one in Schwerin, and its pioneering role in defining "male-female" as an issue of archaeological burial investigation. The discussion continued for about 50 years. We can follow the discussion led in Mecklenburgisches Jahrbuch until the 1880s. By this time the matter was also investigated at other museums within the scholarly-cultural context mentioned. When the materials of the new Museum of National Antiquities of Copenhagen were rearranged, one of the themes of discussion, initiated by the antiquarian Worsaae was the Bronze Age costumes found in Danish oak coffins. One central question was that of which costume could be male and which could be female (Worsaae 1872a; 1872b). The questions delineated on male and female finds to a certain extent were further developed by Worsaae's assistants, Engelhardt, Müller and Bahnson (Engelhardt 1876; 1877; Müller 1876; 1884; Bahnson 1886). We can make a tentative conclusion that questions of this kind simply seem to have become almost an integrated part of the research schedule among the German-Danish scholars discussed.

Johanna Mestorf in Schleswig-Holstein was another of these scholars. Of special interest in this respect is her work on daggers in burials defined as female burials (Mestorf 1889), besides her analyses of women's graves with beads (Mestorf 1900). The phenomenon of daggers in female graves had, in fact, already caused trouble for Müller, and it led to discussions on female temperament as well (cf. Müller 1876; Mestorf 1889).

Throughout the 19th century several different material criteria of sex (gender), especially female gender, were suggested. The point of departure was above all the question of what could be recognized as "male tools," e.g. weapons, versus "female tools," e.g. sewing needles (Bartsch ed. 1837:157). The lack of weapons could well define a burial as female (cf. Neumann 1837). A burial lacking sewing needles, on the other hand, was never interpreted as a male burial to my knowledge. As time went on, the most frequently used criteria of male identity versus female, were weapons versus jewellery (e.g. Lisch 1840). These particular material things have acquired the status of metaphors par excellence of "malehood" and "womanhood" within archaeology. This is still the situation today (cf. Petré 1993 with references; Hjørungdal 1991 with references).

In my current research I am trying to make a general overview as well as a more detailed discussion of 19th-century archaeological gender determinations of burials. The present paper is based on issues chosen from the more extensive works. So far, I have been occupied almost exclusively with the 19th century, and to some extent also with the period from the 1970s on. The long period in between is not analysed at all concerning gender and burials. It seems already quite clear, however, that this issue has not been among the most important ones in Scandinavian archaeology during the period in question. One of the important exceptions in this respect is Berta Stjernquist's dissertation published in the middle of the present century (Stjernquist 1955). The question of gender identity in burials was once again brought into the archaeological focus about 1970. This time archaeologists were defining several new and even alternative criteria of gender/sex in burial customs. New methods have been tried out, methods recognized through their multidimensional orientation. One of the aims has been to find safer criteria through which we can recognize two sexes through
a priori given bipolar gender definitions. With this statement I am back to where I started, and the discussion will to a certain extent be further developed below. First, however, I will present a preliminary version of some thoughts on the historical, cultural and scholarly context, seen in relation to ways of angling the discussion on gender and burial in this essay.

SOME THOUGHTS ON HISTORICAL CONTEXT

In my view, we are dealing with questions which are intimately tied to cultural and temporal conditions when discussing the issue of gendering burials. The notion of gender as male opposing female is a structuring principle of 19th century science as well as of 19th century culture and politics in general. A gender ideology which explained the male-female bipolarity as a natural one, was transformed into social practice through the bourgeois ideal of public opposing private. We are now at the core of the matter. To be able to understand the problematics of archaeological gender determinations, it is necessary to see this in the light of how neighbouring disciplines have delineated the 19th and 20th centuries, i.e. history, the history of ideas and of culture and mentalities (cf. e.g. Ambjörnsson 1974; Habermas 1988; Aamodt 1990; Frykman & Löfgren 1990). During the 19th century we meet the ideal of the needle-working woman in the doll’s house, in contemporary 19th-century ideology and society, as well as through interpretations of prehistoric material remains. Through recent and current analyses of prehistoric material culture, we meet the woman transcending the limits created i.a. through 19th-century archaeology. The woman moving from the domestic sphere into the public one is constituted through focusing on alternative items in graves, as well as through alternative interpretations of burials. Since the 1970s we have focused our attention on such matt-

Fig. 1. Early Bronze Age weapons and jewellery from Mecklenburg. From Beltz 1910. Sword: plate 23; dagger: plate 25; jewellery: plate 32.
ers as work tools, task specialization, and areas of responsibility on the basis of gender (e.g. Dommasnes 1982; Gustafson 1981; Lillehammer 1985; Hjørungdal 1991). The female characters created by us are in many respects similar to women of our own generations. We have, for example, the Viking tradeswoman (Stalsberg 1987), the housewife in charge of a farm as well as of aspects of social life and procreation (e.g. Dommasnes 1982; Lillehammer 1985; Hjørungdal 1991). It is not surprising to find that we, like 19th-century antiquarians, interpret as well as create gender in prehistory depending on how gender is known to ourselves. As a matter of fact, archaeologists have always been inclined to problematize old criteria in order to look for new, relevant criteria of sexing/gendering graves. Another aspect of the question of finding new criteria is that it is female criteria which are most frequently focused on, and which also most frequently change. This point in itself illustrates opinions on maleness and femaleness, and might be evaluated in future discussions.

Today it seems important to change again regarding the theme of gender and burials - and this time in more radical ways than ever, if we are willing to accept the implications of Sørensen’s way of approaching this area of research. It is a fact that an androcentric dual oppositions construction already has been problematized within archaeology, and within different fields of the subject (e.g. Conkey & Spector 1984; Nordbladh & Yates 1990; Dommasnes 1987; Engelstad 1986; 1991a; 1991b, and references in these works). It is also a fact that there is an admission of the consequences which feminist criticism has had on archaeological interpretations (cf. Dommasnes 1992 with references).

To focus on Sørensen again, it seems no longer sufficient to define safe criteria of "male" versus "female" when we are trying to find out who is buried in the graves we are investigating, and which gender these persons might belong to. This way of seeing is irrelevant to a gender critical research, and it is instead the basic construction of gender understood as the bipolar metaphor of "male-female" that is problematized (cf. Sørensen 1991). It might, in fact, be possible to think in other terms than those of a dichotomized world made up of complementary and exclusive male-female spheres, where the "male-female burials" model constitutes a miniature of this universe.

DISCUSSION
The enterprise of trying to think in terms of complexity instead of in terms of bipolarity, sounds like a way of forcing - or I would prefer to say inviting - our brains to systematize the world through quite different principles than those internalized through the process of socialization most of us have been through. Probably it is not just my own brain which needs to adjust. Further, what in fact is the dual positions definition of gender? Is it just a bipolar fiction, included in the strategies of ruling? Issues like this have been raised by post-structuralist critics and are i.a. discussed by the Finnish sociologist Aino Saarinen (Saarinen 1992). In archaeological terms we might transform this question by asking, what is the dual positions definition of gender, of male-female? Is it, when graves are concerned, just a way of classifying burials, which will probably soon be outdated? In this classificatory respect, as well as in the everyday life of academia, a masculine-feminine schism is more than mere fiction and it is not enough to try to think it away.

However, let us continue with the field of burial analysis. Sørensen’s way of approaching burials and gender opens up new paths. Examples of similar theoretical approaches to material culture are already given, also in Scandinavian archaeology.
(e.g. Engelstad 1991c).

But gender critical approaches to different genders in burials have never been exemplified as clearly as they have been in Sørensen’s studies. She uses the concept of “gender differentiation” and discusses interpretation and construction of gender through different costumes known from Bronze Age oak coffins. A person’s appearance is the heart of the matter, and on the basis of this she was able to define three different gender categories which she names as one male one and two female ones; i.e. gender identity is interpreted as being expressed through appearance. In spite of the fact that Sørensen uses terms like male and female (do we have any alternatives?), the gender categories are not grouped complementary or bipolar to each other; and female is not evaluated against the background of what is expected to constitute some kind of normal appearance (cf. Sørensen 1991:127). Sørensen’s interpretative groups can accordingly not be compared with Worsaae’s classical categories of male and female dress. Their ideological backgrounds are too distant from each other for that.

In view of what has been stated so far, I am inclined to conclude that primary questions in the future will not be how to find more cautious, secure, and up-to-date a priori material/osteological criteria of defining male versus female burials. Instead, within the field of burial studies there seems to be a strong need to define what gender/sex is supposed to mean on an ideological level, in advance of trying to say something about which genders we are dealing with in grave contexts. Multifaceted and contextual interpretations of gender might also open up possibilities in other respects. Through the traditional application of methods of gender polarity, several prehistoric people were deprived of a sexual identity/gender identity. They did not conform to our dualistic interpretation of the world. Through gender critical definitions, there are possibilities of throwing new light on burials put aside because they were neither “male” nor “female.” This kind of problem concerns not least my own previously mentioned work. Iron Age people buried only with pottery or a simple tool, remained without a gender identity because of the lack of weapons or jewellery (Hjørungdal 1991:70 ff). Only people given an elaborate burial were given a gender identity through traditional methods of sexing burials. As such, the problem is not only one of discrimination against gender, but also a problem of discrimination against social group, e.g. class. I am not going to develop this issue further in this essay, but I might be able to delineate the question later on. From a gender critical approach, it might as well be important to have the opportunity of revising interpretations of elaborate burials, burials with which there seemed to be no problems of recognizing gender. One of the points of departure of this paper, Sørensen’s essay on Danish oak coffins, is in itself an elucidating example of re-gendering elaborate burials from a theoretical and gender critical perspective.

Some ideological problems of gendering prehistoric burials have been discussed. The background to this discussion was found in two current archaeological essays, as well as in aspects of my own project on gender and material culture. As a point of departure for further discussion on the topic we can make the conclusion that there seems to have been three general approaches when the engendering of burials is concerned. First, there is the traditional opinion of gender, related to a 19th century world view of a man’s world versus a woman’s world through the use of various traditional material objects. Second, there is the transcendental view, which includes the development of multivariable methods. Through this approach, especially since the 1970s, one tried to define new and untraditional roles for men and women respectively. Both of
these directions of gendering burials do, however, structure the world through dichotomies. Third, there is the gender deconstructive view which want us to leave binary gender definitions. My main point has been that it seems urgent to make clear how one defines gender from an ideological and theoretical point of view before deducing gender identities from burials. The question is, to put it rough, whether one wants to reproduce asymmetrical power relations in science or not. As a contrast to the 160 year old tradition of a binary positions classification of graves, archaeologists have already created possibilities which do not necessarily fix gender or gendered burials in rigid binary positions poles apart.

English revised by Laura Wrang.
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